We developed novel fiber microknots which are designed for high order mode beams traveling in the fiber. The device is based on long period fiber gratings which excite high order modes in tapered fiber and a microknot which is fabricated on the tapered fiber. Thus, the light that resonates in the microknot is propagating in the tapered fiber in high order modes which have higher coupling to the environment. The light which exits the microknot and continue to propagate in the fiber is then exited back to the Gaussian mode by another long period fiber grating before the fiber returns to be a single mode fiber. We found that the spectral response of these microknots have deeper resonances and improved Q-factor.
INTRODUCTION
Tapered fibers can lead to novel devices since they interact with their surrounding via evanescence wave. This interaction with the environment can lead to new gas and liquid detectors. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The main advantage is that when tapering the fiber to about the size of the core of the fiber, the light will not propagate in the core of the fiber but rather at the cladding leading to evanescence wave traveling around the fiber. This evanescence wave which propagates in free space can interact with the material outside of the fiber. For efficient coupling it is important to maximize the power of light propagating outside of the fiber. There are two ways to do so, one by making the fiber as thin as possible which will lead it to be weakly coupling. When the thickness of the fiber reaches micron or less, most of the light propagate outside of the fiber. However, this method require such thin fibers which can easily break and are hard to process. The other method is to resort to high order modes. When considering high order modes which tapered fiber can support, the high order modes have different power distribution and as the mode of the fiber is increased there is more light outside of the tapered fiber.
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By resorting to tapered fiber, we demonstrated number of fiber devices including different types of fiber microknots serving as fiber resonators, and long period fiber gratings which excite high order modes in the fiber. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] We investigated the influence of coupling between fiber lasers and the influence of high order modes in the lasers.
18-24 And, we are planning to utilize this devices for different types of detectors in different situations. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] We are also hoping to start measuring the temporal response of these devices and not only the spectral response. This can be done by high temporal resolution measurement techniques such as timelenses. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] However, here we focus on the influence of high order modes on such fiber devices and specifically on fiber microknots with high order modes.
FABRICATION PROCESS
For fabricating these multimode fiber microknot, we resort to our usual technique for fabricating microknots.
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Namely, we taper a fiber to few micron width and about 1 cm length. Then we tie a knot on the fiber and pull it under a microscope with accurate motors for controlled pulling. With this technique, we demonstrated different types of microknots including figure-eight microknots and double and triple microknots. Here, instead of tying the knot on a regular tapered fiber, we tie it on a long period fiber grating.
A long period fiber grating is a fiber in which the properties of the fiber change periodically, with periodicity much longer than the wavelength. This long periodicity impose small momentum kick on light propagating in the fiber. This small momentum kick is idle for coupling between different transverse modes of the fiber since they all have similar propagation vectors. Indeed, over the last years we demonstrated different types of long period fiber gratings including gratings which are based on strong perturbations of the fiber parameters. These unique long period fiber gratings showed off-resonance spectral response which can excite high order modes in wider spectrum than regular long period fiber gratings. 11, 12 In Fig. 1 , we present the first few radial high order modes of the fiber which we can excite with our long period fiber grating. As evident, when resorting to modes with higher order the mode is wider leading to more light outside of the tapered fiber. Figure 1 . Calculated radial high order modes which can be excited with our long period fiber grating.
The fabrication process of the long period fiber grating is based on oscillating the fiber during the tapering process. Namely, we taper the fiber by heating the fiber with a CO2 laser light while pulling the fiber. The pulling is done by tailoring the speed of the two sides of the fiber. By increasing the temperature of the fiber beyond what is needed for the tapering process, the fiber is over pulled and start to oscillate in and out of the light beam. When it is oscillating during the pulling process it generates oscillations in the fiber width. This periodic change in the fiber width result in a grating in the tapered fiber. Since we are creating grating with a periodicity of tens and hundreds of microns we consider them as long period fiber gratings.
We fabricate such long period fiber gratings which excite high order modes after about half the length of the long period fiber grating. The microknot is tied in the center of the long period fiber grating so when the light enters the microknot it propagates in high order mode of the fiber. After resonating inside the microknot resonator the light exits the microknot and propagates in the other half of the long period fiber grating where it is excited back to the Gaussian mode.
MEASUREMENT SETUP
The measurement setup is based on sending broad band input beam into the fiber on one end and measuring the spectral response of the fiber device at the other end. This was done during the fabrication process of the long period fiber grating and before and after fabricating the fiber microknot. Thus, we compared the different spectral features after each stage of the fabrication process. All the measured results are presented in our published paper.
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The experimental measurement setup is presented in Fig. 2 . The polarization controller is important since the excited high order mode depends on the input state of polarization, as we demonstrated in Ref. 12 This has a strong influence on the spectrum of the output.
Broadband source OSA Polarization controller
Microknot Figure 2 . The measurement system of the microknots which are fabricated on long period fiber grating. OSA -optical spectrum analyzer.
Another option to measure the system and the mode of the output beam, is to include a modal measurement setup, which will measure the output mode from the fiber. The main challenge in this setup is to measure the output beam as close as possible to the tapered fiber. This requires to cleave the tapered fiber close to the microknot. Cleaving a tapered fiber is challenging and in this case it is not possible to impose any tension on the fiber since it will affect the microknot. Therefore, we are developing a novel way to cleave tapered fiber with only one point of holding the fiber. This method will enable us to cut the fiber after each measurement and thus to obtain both the modal at the output of the microknot and also the modal dynamics of the light as it propagates in the long period fiber grating and as it propagates out from the tapered fiber and back into the single mode fiber.
Another aspect which we did not consider yet, is the influence of gratings along the microknot. When there is long period grating along the microknot, it will couple the different modes which travel in the microknot. In this case, we are expecting to see different spectral response from the microknot. We expect to see higher Q-factors for modes which excite high order modes close to the touching point between the fibers, and to see lower Q-factors for modes which excite low modes close to the touching point between the modes.
We are also planning to investigate the influence of asymmetric long period fiber gratings. Such long period fiber grating can excite different types of modes and especially modes which are suitable for curved fibers. This will also enable to direct the evanescence wave out of the fiber to the direction of the other fiber for increasing the coupling between the fibers.
We are planning to try and excite high order modes in microknot with higher complexity such as figure eight microknots, double microknots etc. A picture of such complex microknots which were fabricated in our lab is presented in Fig. 3. 
CONCLUSIONS
We developed new types of fiber microknots which have higher Q-factor than regular microknot. This was done thanks to exciting high order modes in the fiber before entering the microknot and exciting the output from the microknot back to the Gaussian mode after. We showed that such scheme has better performance and discuss some possibilities for future measurements and devices. 
